
Cure Constrained Investors' Income Disease with
The Income for Life Model 2018

No plan. No clue. No chance.sm

Income Diseasesm



Income Disease is a serious financial affliction, It 
targets constrained investors, often at the worst 
possible times. Income disease deprives constrained 
investors of  their best chances of maintaining  
their  dignity in retirement.  It causes them to suffer 
anxiety about their  financial security as they age. 
As the years pass, the anxiety only increases.

Income disease makes it difficult for constrained 
investors to know how much of their savings they 
should spend each month. As a result,  constrained 
investors are often deprived of the quality of life 
they would otherwise enjoy. 

Income Disease subjects its victims to big financial 
risks that can utterly destroy their financial futures. 
With Income Disease, simply being unlucky in the 
Timing of one's retirement- in other words, just 
picking a "bad" year to retire- may cause the 
constrained investor to run out of money long before 
he or she runs out of life. 

Income Disease makes it harder for the constrained 
investor's income to keep pace with rising prices. As 
a result, Income Disease may cause a year-by-year 
erosion in the the constrained investor's standard of 
living. 

Income Disease deprives the constrained investor of 
the financial security from a guaranteed income for 
life. In financial terms, Income Disease is the worst 
thing that can happen to a constrained investor. 
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The Mechanism: HumanRobo delivers a 20-minute educational "experience" over the Internet that is exactly what 
the Constrained Investor need to see and hear.

 The Story: Amazingly, the complete client presentation of The Income for Life Model® .is delivered digitally. 
Constrained Investors learn why they should segment their retirement assets, why an income "floor" is vital, and 
why protection against The Three Big Risks is critical to achieving retirement security.

The Result: when you meet with a prospect who has interacted with your HumanRobo, the meetings dynamics 
are shifted. It's less about you recommending the income strategy to the prospect, and more about implementing 
the strategy which the prospect already believes in. That saves you time and boosts your productivity.

No Plan. No Clue. No Chance.
Those who suffer from Income Disease face a needlessly uncertain  financial future.  
They have no income plan. No asset time-segmentation. No income "floor." No clue 
about how much to spend each month. Ultimately, they probably have no chance.
Deliver the Cure. Online.

sm

How We Educate 
Constrained Investors
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Protection: Priority One

Address the Constrained 
Investor's  Risks in Retirement by 
Educating on The Three Big Risks.
Educating constrained investors on The 3 Big RisksTM 
is essential. We make it easy. In fact, we've automated 
it! 

Your HumanRobo delivers a powerful client 
presentation we call What's MY Income? The 
presentation describes three big risks that constrained 
investors really need to understand: Timing Risk, 
Inflation Risk, and Longevity Risk. The presentation 
addresses these complex issues, but in 
“dejargoned” language that your prospects and clients 
can easily understand. Once constrained investors 
know about The Three Big Risks,expect them to 
demand a strategy that protects against them.

• What if I pick a bad year to retire?
• Will my income keep pace with rising prices?
• Will my income last for my entire lifetime?

Focus Prospects on These Critical Questions
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Digital Sales and Prospecting 
Tools that No Other Retirement 
Income Solution Can Match
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We Are Strengthening Financial Advisors

How will focusing on Income DiseaseTM help you?

• It provides a theme that immediately "grabs" prospects' interest
• It positions you to ask the all-important question: What's Your Income?
• It leads to the prospect wanting a Personalized Analysis of The Income for 

Life Model 

The Constrained Investor  Client Meeting

The first 20-minutes will 
be spent by the client 
and advisor watching 
the What's MY Income? 
movie together. 

• A one-hour  meeting with the constrained investor focusing on the theme 
“What’s My Income?”. The customer meeting is roughly divided into 
three twenty-minute segments. 

The middle 20-minute segment will 
be taken-up by the advisor 
doing data gathering and walking 
through the ROI Profiler to 
determine the appropriate 
"flooring" component of the 
customer’s plan.

The final 20-minutes will 
be dedicated to Q&A 
and preparation of The 
Income for Life Model® 
Personalized Analysis.
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Deliver You...Digitally!
Reach More Constrained Investors with 
a Message That's as Exclusive as the 
Cure.

Wealth2k has developed a revolutionary, personalized 
digital sales tool we call HumanRobo® to help you both 
best-serve constrained investors and win management of 
their assets. You must join the digital revolution by 
bringing a powerful digital component to your sales and 
marketing efforts, or you'll be left behind. Wealth2k makes 
it easy.

The Income for Life Model®  
All-Exclusive. To Put You 
Ahead of Your Competition
• Constrained Investor 
• What's My Income?
• The Three Big Risks
• HumanRobo
• ROI Reliability of Income
• Develop more planning meetings
• Enhance Compliance
• Attract more new clients and assets 

Launch The 
"Experience"
It just takes these simple words:
“I want you to invest 20-
minutes to learn how to turn 
your savings into lifetime, inflation-
adjusted income.”

Why Human RoboTM?
Where t ransforming compl iance requirements and 
f inancial  technology intersect, change beyond our 
imaginations will emerge. One example from Japan: “A major 
life insurance company will deploy humanoid robots nationwide this 
autumn, using them to wait on customers at its offices and 
sending them out on sales calls.” 

Rather than disintermediate or commoditize the financial 
advisor, Wealth2k believes that it's b e t t e r to use digital 
strategies and exclusive content to strengthen the human-to-
human relationship. New technological capabilities can 
extend your reach, differentiate you in an important 
market and enhance your image. Doing less is taking-on 
an imprudent level of business risk.

01. Engage Customer Online
02. Build Demand
03. Make More Sales
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©Copyright 2017 Wealth2k, Inc. All rights reserved. 
The Income for Life Model, Constrained Investor, HumanRobo, What's My Income? and ROI-

Reliability of Income are registered trademarks of Wealth2k, Inc. 

The Three Big Risks is a trademark of Wealth2k, Inc. Income Disease is a service mark of 
Wealth2k, Inc.  
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www.tampa.incomeforlifemodel.com
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